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Abstract
This paper examines two models that have been used in theoretical discussions of language
and sexuality. The two models, the culture-based model and the desire-based model, view the
gay community as formed through a shared culture or based solely on sexual desire. The
impact of the models in works by Leap (1996) and Kulick (2000) is discussed, and the
models are used to demonstrate competing views of gay language found in foreign-language
phrasebooks intended for gay men. Strict adherence to either of these models masks the
reality of “gay language” and impedes the progress of research into the relationships between
language, gender and sexuality.
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Resumo
Este traballo examina dous modelos empregados nos debates teóricos sobre lingua e sexualidade. Os dous modelos, o cultural e o do desexo, consideran ben que a comunidade homosexual se forma a través dunha cultura compartida, ben que só se basea no desexo sexual.
Examinamos o impacto dos modelos a través dos traballos de Leap (1996) e Kulick (2000), e
empregamos eses modelos para mostrar puntos de vista contradictorios que atopamos na lingua gay usada en guías de conversación para estranxeiros dirixidas a homes homosexuais. A
adhesión estricta a calquera destes modelos agocha a realidade da “lingua gay” e impide o progreso da investigación no marco das relacións entre lingua, xénero e sexualidade.
Palabras clave: lingua dos homes gay, xénero, sexualidade, desexo, identidade, traducción.
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1. Introduction
Gabriel: It’s not that I hate them [gay men], it’s just that I feel I don’t fit in with
them, you know, culturally.
Mark: You suck dick, don’t you?
Trick (Schafer, 1999)

The above interaction from the film Trick reflects two very different ways of
understanding what it means to be a gay man. Gabriel’s sense of “gay culture”
reflects a model of the gay community based on shared cultural identity, while Mark
sees gay identity solely in terms of sexual practice. Although the two men both
categorize themselves as “gay” and see themselves as part of a “gay community”,
the ways in which they imagine that community are contradictory. For Gabriel, gay
culture is central to his personal identity, while for Mark gay culture doesn’t even
exist. These two views have been a persistent part of the development of modern
understandings of homosexuality in Western countries, particularly in the United
States. The first view (what I will call the culture-based model) holds that gay
identity is about much more than sexual behavior or desire. In the culture-based
model, there is a distinct gay culture founded on shared experiences and personal
tastes, common social sensibilities and social practices. In this view, the main point
of difference between gays and heterosexuals is one of cultural affiliation.
Differences in sexual desire are often minimized, while alternative gender
performance is recognized as a unique and important form of gay cultural
expression. The culture-based view usually analyzes sexuality in terms of gender.
Within this view, it is accepted that alternative gender display may be a central part
of gay identity for some individuals.
The opposing view (what I will call the desire-based model) sees the only
difference between gay men and heterosexual men as a difference in sexual desire
and sexual practice. In this view, there is no gay culture. The gay community and its
shared social practices are meaningless epiphenomena resulting from interactions
founded on sexual desire. Within the desire-based model, transgendered persons
may be objects of sexual desire, but they are not a more general part of “gay
sensibility” Advocates of the desire-based model tend to minimize differences
between gay men and heterosexual men. In contrast, those supporting the culturebased model tend to emphasize these differences, while minimizing the role of
sexual desire and sexual practice in the construction of gay communities.
In this paper, I will consider the impact of these seemingly contradictory views
on understanding the relationship between language and sexuality. These competing
models of culture and desire are similar to the competing models of difference and
dominance in language and gender studies (cf. Uchida, 1992). The “difference”
model held that men and women are socialized in different cultures and that
miscommunication in cross-gender communication resulted from cultural
differences. In contrast, the “dominance” approach assumed that miscommunication
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in cross-gender communication was primarily the result of male attempts to assert
power over their female interlocutors. As with difference and dominance, these
models of gay male identity may lead to opposing analyses of identical data. The
assumptions inherent in these models not only limit the possible conclusions reached
in sociolinguistic research, but also limit the range of questions that research can
even ask. After examining the role of these models in the recent history of gay
political movements, I will discuss their implications for understanding the
relationship between language and sexuality both in academic research and the ways
in which these models are used to market foreign-language phrasebooks specifically
designed for gay men. I conclude by arguing that meaningful understanding of the
relationship between sexuality and language requires moving beyond the binary
opposition offered by these two competing models.

2. Competing models of gay community
Within queer theory, individual personal identity (and the desires associated
with that identity) arises from performative repetitions of pre-existing historicized
citations. It is assumed that a statement like “I am gay” is a performative speech act
because repetition of this statement creates gay identity and marks an individual as a
member of an imagined gay community. The history of any given culture contains a
finite set of possible citations carrying indexical force, so that the range of possible
expressions of gender or sexual identity is limited by the restricted set of previous
citations. Thus, the set of citations that performatively construct gay identity
simultaneously limit the range of possible manifestations of that identity.
Because gender identity and sexual desire are both manifest through individual
psychology, their social construction may be masked by the immediacy of personal
experience. In terms of language (and other social practices), the markers of gay
identity may be extended to gay individuals in other cultures through fractal
recursion (Gal & Irvine, 2000). The differences in social manifestations of
homosexuality that occur across cultures may also undergo erasure (Gal & Irvine,
2000) to form a monolithic uniform and universal view of sexual identity.
Self-categorization as gay comes relatively late in life compared with most
other aspects of social identity (such as gender or ethnicity) which are typically
assigned at birth. Although debates concerning a biological basis for sexual
orientation are yet to be settled, the decision to publicly acknowledge one’s
homosexuality (i.e., to “come out”) is a personal choice. The decision to openly take
on the label of “gay” is always a negotiation carried out through social interaction.
This is one of the reasons why the very existence of a “gay community” is highly
contested (cf. Barrett, 1997). Given the lack of unambiguous social guidelines for
delineating a “gay community”, individuals may imagine gay identity in different
ways. The ways in which an individual imagines a gay community, however, are
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dependent on social context and shared personal experiences. Views of what
homosexuality means and how it should be interpreted vary across history as
particular ideas and social practices move in and out fashion (cf. Halperin, 2000).
The early history of gay movements in the United States reflected a dialectal
relationship between the culture-based model and the desire-based model. The view
that gay men and lesbians form a distinct minority community has remained
constant since the early days of the gay rights movement. Shifts in political
understandings of that community have been historically and have often (but
certainly not always) been associated with shifts back and forth between viewing
that community in terms of culture or in terms of desire.
The idea of a shared gay identity became solidified in the United States in the
years following World War II and became politically manifest with the homophile
movement of the 1950’s and 1960’s (cf. Marcus, 1992; Duberman, 1993). The
homophile movement fought against the prevailing idea that homosexuality revolved
solely around “effeminate men”. Instead, the homophile movement argued that
homosexuality was based solely on a difference in sexual desire, independent of
gender (cf. Marcus, 1992; Chauncey, 1994). While the homophile movement saw
gay men as forming a distinct minority, they did not promote the idea of “an
autonomous homosexual culture” and intended “social assimilation” of gays and
lesbians (Seidman, 1994: 111). Some leaders of the homophile movement went so
far as to impose a dress code for protest demonstrations, with gay men having to
wear suits and ties and lesbians having to wear dresses (cf. Duberman, 1993). This
assimilationist stance was deemed necessary given the ideological position that
sexuality was purely a matter of the object of sexual desire and that nothing else
distinguished gay men from heterosexual men.
The gay liberation movement that emerged following the Stonewall riots of
1969 (cf. Duberman, 1993) marked a major turn in the focus for the gay rights
movement. The Stonewall riots occurred when patrons (particularly drag queens)
fought back during a police raid at a gay bar (“The Stonewall”) in Greenwich
Village. After the riots, the gay liberation movement began to take shape, aligning
itself with other social movements of the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, including
feminism and the civil rights movement. The Gay Liberation Front (GLF), the
predominant political group following Stonewall, “saw gay oppression as simply one
face of a comprehensive oppression that affected working people, racial minorities,
and women” (Valocchi, 1999: 214). The gay liberation movement assumed that all
individuals were inherently androgynous and saw their main political goal as
“freeing individuals from the constraints of a sex/gender system that locked them
into mutually exclusive homo/hetero and feminine/masculine roles” (Seidman,
1994: 110). The goals of the GLF went well beyond civil rights for gay men and
lesbians and membership was open to anyone, regardless of their sexual identity. The
GLF envisioned a gender-free society in which ideas such as “homosexual” and
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“heterosexual” would become irrelevant and saw the role of gay culture as providing
a foundation for this androgynous gay-centered utopian society.
The social theory behind the culture-based model as articulated by the GLF
assumes that gay men and lesbians form particular identity groups that deserve legal
protection from discrimination. Following trends in feminism at the time, the
culture-based model was also fairly essentialist in its assumptions about identity and
community, entrenching the “minority” model set forward by the homophile
movement (albeit with very different assumptions concerning the nature of that
community). Although there was conflict between various social groups, the GLF
viewed lesbians, gays, and transgender people as a crucial part of their movement.
Homosexuality was theorized “overwhelmingly in terms of gender” (Jagose, 1996:
39) during this period. As such, it is not surprising that the culture-based model
typically considers alternative gender display as central to the understanding of gay
male communities and gay communication.
The “beginning of the end” for the gay liberation movement was the
establishment of the National Gay Task Force (NGTF) in 1973. Rather than view gay
rights as part of a larger social oppression, the NGTF focused on the view of gay
men and lesbians as a minority group and limited their political goals solely to the
struggle for civil rights for gay men and lesbians (cf. Marcus, 1992; Valocchi, 1999).
The NGTF was run by white middle-class men who rejected alternative gender
performance as important to gay culture (Duberman, 1993: 62). As the NGTF
gained momentum, the homophile view that gay men have nothing more in common
than shared desires for particular sexual practices came back into vogue (cf.
Signorile, 1997) and gay identity became more grounded in sexual desire. This reemergence of the desire-based model downplayed the relationship between gender
and sexuality, often rejecting alternative gender identity altogether (cf. Jagose, 1996)
and placing a new emphasis on masculinity (cf. Signorile, 1997). This period also
saw the emergence of gay subcultures based on stereotypes of masculinity, such as
the “gay clones” who generally wore mustaches and dressed in denim jeans and
flannel lumberjack shirts, or the leathermen who typically wore leather “biker” gear
and tended to practice S/M (sadomasochism).
The desire-based model assumes that outside of sexual practice, gay men are no
different from straight men. Following from this assumption, ideas about “gay
culture” are rejected altogether. Although the homophile movement had shifted the
focus from gender to desire, they had not been outspoken about sexual matters. Later
incarnations of the desire-based model have placed an increased importance on
sexual desire and sexual practice within gay culture. As sexual practice became the
focal point of gay identity, other identities based on particular sexual practices began
to demand recognition as minority groups within the gay community, leading to
debates about the potential rights of other groups such as bisexuals, sadomasochists,
and even pedophiles (cf. Jagose, 1996: 68-71).
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In his study of social stigma, Goffman (1963) notes that a common reaction to
stigmatization is to embrace and flaunt the source of stigmatization. If one assumes
that gay men are stigmatized solely on the basis of their sexual behavior, the
flaunting of that stigma would entail making sexual desire and practice central to
one’s individual identity. The emphasis on physical attractiveness, youthfulness,
physique and (above all) masculinity in the gay community can be viewed as
partially resulting from placing sexual desire at the center of gay identity. Signorile
(1997), for example, sees the desire-based model as more of a religious cult of
masculinity that leads gay men down a path of self-destruction. Signorile holds this
“cult of masculinity” responsible for the emergence of particular identity categories
associated with unsafe sexual practices, such as “circuit boys” or “barebackers”.
“Circuit boy” is a stereotyped category of gay men who travel from city to city
following a “circuit” of parties vaguely centered around new-age spirituality and
fund-raising for gay political and health organizations. These parties have been
highly criticized for the prevalence of drug use and unsafe sex associated with them
(cf. Signorile, 1997). Taking sexual desire as a most basic identity are “barebackers”, men whose identity rests primarily upon their refusal to use condoms.
Signorile sees the cumulative effect of the desire-based model as detrimental to the
political interests of the gay community because the resulting “cult of masculinity”
reproduces negative stereotypes about gay sexual practice, presents physical danger
to individuals (through drug use and unsafe sex) and causes gay men undue
psychological stress related to an over-emphasis on body image.
The period from the emergence of the NGTF (1973) to the onset of AIDS (1981)
saw a growth in the divisiveness between various groups involved in the gay rights
movement. As the concept of a “gay community” became more widely accepted, gay
identities began to diversify, so that describing movements purely in terms of the
culture-based vs. the desired-based model would be a gross simplification. One
attraction of the desire-based model of gay identity is that it reduces the differences
between gay and straight men, downplaying difference in order to claim the right to
the power held by heterosexual men. Although some women supported the
celebration of sexual diversity offered by the desire-based model (e.g., Rubin, 1982),
many lesbians felt that the goals of the desire-based approach primarily served the
interest of gay men at the expense of lesbians, who would still be oppressed as
women regardless of straight ideas about homosexuality (e.g., Frye, 1983). The
desire-based model of gay male identity thus contributed to the rift between gay rights
activists and lesbian feminists. In addition, many ethnic minorities began to criticize
the racism of the gay rights movement and ethnic divisions began to arise in gay
politics (cf. Seidman, 1994). The move from essentialism to social constructionism in
feminism also contributed to the predominance of the desire-based model, as aspects
of gay identity other than sexual desire were recognized to be socially constructed
behaviors independent of one’s sexual orientation.
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The AIDS crisis and the homophobic political climate of the 1980’s made it
clear that discrimination was based on more than sexual desire alone. In the early
1990’s the culture-based model returned in the “queer” movement. The activist
group Queer Nation along with academics working in queer theory, advocated a new
image of identity and community, based on an idealized community of “queers” who
were not defined by their common sexual desires or social practices, but rather by
their oppositional stance towards mainstream heterosexual hegemonic culture. While
queer theory rejected identity categories and identity politics, it did envision a view
of community based on the reclaiming of the term “queer” as an identity label. The
imagined “queer” community harked back to the GLF’s utopian view of community
and was seen as including anyone with non-normative sexuality or gender. As the
focus turned towards performativity and identity, transgender persons and alternative
gender norms returned to the center of discussions about sexuality (cf. Butler, 1990,
1993). The tension between the desire-based model of the early 1980’s and the new
queer version of the culture model emerged in debates over what to call the 1993
March on Washington for Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Rights and Liberation. In the
final decision, bisexuals were included, but officials decided to exclude transsexuals
or transgender persons. It was during this period that work in queer theory began to
see both desire and gender identity as components in a larger system of performative
citations, attempting to overcome the division between the two views of gay identity.
Although the culture-based model and the desire-based model are both
grounded in particular historical contexts, both continue to serve as contemporary
models for imagining gay communities. Although queer theory assumes that there is
no a priori reason to assume that sexuality is closer to gender than to any other
aspect of identity such as ethnicity or age (cf. Sedgwick, 1990), alternative gender
norms have returned to a central place in theories of homosexuality (cf. Butler, 1990,
1993). Rather than assume that gender expression is somehow naturally associated
with sexuality, Butler suggests that sexuality comes to be expressed through gender
identity because the social prohibitions on homosexuality are so deeply rooted that
there are no mechanisms for the direct expression of sexuality:
Indeed, it may well be that what constitutes the sexually unperformable is performed
instead as gender identification. To the extent that homosexual attachments remain
unacknowledged within normative heterosexuality, they are not merely constituted
as desires that emerge and subsequently become prohibited. Rather, these are desires
that are proscribed from the start.
(Butler, 1993: 293)

Thus, sexuality may come to be indirectly expressed through gender simply
because the normative constraints against homosexuality are so strong that they
make direct expression of sexuality virtually impossible.
The historical shifts between the culture-based model and the desire-based
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model cannot be separated from the social and economic forces that lead to a
particular consensus (cf. Seidman, 1994; Valocchi, 1999). The culture-based model
has arisen during times of more liberal and egalitarian politics (such as the late
1960’s and the beginning of the Clinton administration). The desire-based model
tends to play a larger role during more conservative political eras (such as the
homophile movement in the 1950’s or the solidification of the desire-based model
during the 1980’s). The assimilationism often found with the desire-based model
could be a reaction to homophobic social and political trends. Just as the ways in
which the gay community is imagined seem to be tied to particular historical,
political and economic moments, the shaping of individual identity cannot be
separated from historical or social context. One’s personal identity is inherently tied
to the particular habitus (cf. Bourdieu, 1991) surrounding one’s recognition,
acknowledgement and eventual acceptance of “gay” identity. As such, a given
individual might come to maintain an understanding of homosexuality as primarily
culture or desire throughout his life, even if political trends continue to shift between
the models. Clearly an attempt to define all gay political movements purely along
lines of these two models would oversimplify the complexity of gay political history.
In the following section, I will examine the influence of these two models of gay
community in the formation of researcher’s attitudes towards language and sexuality,
arguing that an over-reliance on divisions defined by culture or desire have greatly
oversimplified the complexity of gay male linguistic behavior.

3. Competing models of language and sexuality
In a recent review article titled “Gay and lesbian language”, Kulick concludes
that “there is no such thing as gay or lesbian language” (2000: 247). Kulick’s
paradox –that it is possible to write a 25-page review article on a subject that does
not exist– emerges from his adherence to the desire-based model of gay community
while reviewing a literature that often assumes the culture-based model. The culturebased model is perhaps best exemplified in the work of Leap (1995, 1996, 1997).
Leap discusses gay male language in terms of Sapir’s (1949) concept of
“authenticity”, making the existence of gay culture an a priori assumption in his
research. Leap sees “gay men’s English” primarily at the level of pragmatics,
emerging in particular social interactions. For Leap, one becomes socialized in the
use of gay language when one becomes part of the gay community. As with much
work in the culture-based model, Leap’s view of the gay community is somewhat
limited. Models assuming a shared gay cultural identity will, however, always be
problematic in that they can never fully capture the fluidity and diversity of actual
gay men (cf. Barrett, 1997). Leap thus ends up reproducing the exclusive view of
gay identity that motivated arguments for the use of “queer” (cf. Butler, 1993).
As is often found in the culture-based model, Leap feels that sexual matters are
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typically over-emphasized. Although he does not think sexual topics must be
avoided altogether, Leap does feel that emphasizing sexual matters has a negative
effect on gay political interests. Leap argues that by “minimizing the non-sexual
dimensions of gay men’s language, linguistic analysis validates some of the
stereotypes of gay experience”, such as the idea that gay men are always looking for
sex and attempting to seduce heterosexual men (Leap, 1995: xiv). Leap feels that
acceptance of these stereotypes is detrimental to progress in the gay rights
movement because it “plays directly into efforts to curtail opportunities that would
otherwise be accessible to gay men” (Leap, 1995: xiv).
While Leap reflects a culture-based model, Kulick whole-heartedly embraces
the desire-based model. Kulick criticizes approaches like that of Leap and calls for a
“moratorium” (p. 272) on studies founded on identity and suggests that research on
language and sexuality should focus on the study of “language and desire”,
including “fantasy… repression, pleasure, fear, and the unconscious” (Kulick, 2000:
270). According to Kulick, one of the primary effects of such a change would be to
shift inquiry “from identity categories to culturally grounded semiotic practices” (p.
273). As Eckert (2001: 99) notes in her discussion of Kulick’s proposal, identity
categories are themselves “culturally grounded semiotic processes” As with gender,
the social normativity of sexuality constrains the possible psychological
manifestations of desire. While there is nothing wrong with advocating research
focusing on the psychology of desire, it would be detrimental to do so at the expense
of research focusing on the social aspects of language.
Studies looking at sexuality and language all typically examine individuals who
self-identify as straight, gay or lesbian. Kulick argues that research based on selfidentification is flawed in that it cannot pass what Kulick calls Darsey’s theorem:
“The fact that gays do X, does not make X gay” (2000: 259). Kulick (rightfully)
argues that there is not a one-to-one relationship between language variables and gay
identity, because all of those variables felt to index “gayness” are shared with other
speakers who are not gay themselves. As Queen notes, this assumption not only
removes the social from the psychological, but also seriously constrains any
understanding of the social aspects of sexuality (Queen, 2001: 73). Any “gay”,
“lesbian”, or “queer” uses of language are not acquired from one’s parents, but are
acquired later in life as an individual takes on a particular identity and adopts
language associated with that identity. It would be surprising to find any aspect of
language that was uniquely “gay” because “gay language” emerges from the
formation of shared identity across native speakers of different dialects and social
backgrounds. In this sense, Kulick’s proposal is analogous to the erroneous claim
that Creole Languages are not legitimate languages simply because their grammar
and vocabulary overlap with various source languages. What is particularly “gay”
about “gay language” is not the elements of language themselves, but the ways in
which those elements are joined together to convey a particular identity.
In his historical study of the formation of gay identity in New York, Chauncey
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notes that gay men used the language of dominant culture in a particular way that
enabled them “to see themselves in the interstices of that culture” (Chauncey, 1994:
287). Chauncey argues that “gay codes” served simultaneously as a way for gay men
to see themselves in the dominant culture and “to read the culture against the grain
in a way that made them more visible than they were supposed to be, and to turn
‘straight’ spaces into gay spaces” (Chauncey, 1994: 288). The performative nature of
identity relies on a pre-existing set of historicized cultural citations that are
recognized as indexing a particular identity. When gay identities began to emerge,
the citations within dominant heterosexual culture were the only source for citations
available to heterosexuals and homosexuals alike. Social normativity operates
through the restrictions on the possible range of citations and hegemonic forces that
restrict the use of a particular citation to index a particular identity. The citations
themselves are not “gay” and anyone can use them. What “makes X gay” (or “queer”
or whatever) is the unique way in which those citations are turned, reworked and
used in new ways in order to force old (heterosexual) citations to index a new
(“gay”) identity. Darsey’s theorem (1981) misses the entire point of “queer
linguistics”: the question is not simply “defining a gay dialect”, but rather
understanding how language resources are allocated, appropriated and redirected
away from their original hegemonic meaning and “queered” into a variety of new
meanings.
If one wishes to examine the relationship between language and desire, one
must first understand the ways in which desires are constructed and constrained by
social normativity. Sexual acts between members of the same sex have radically
different meanings in different cultures. The normative forces that simultaneously
constrain and construct possible social identities also constrain and construct
expressions of sexual desire.
As Eckert (2001) argues, a focus on desire mystifies sexuality, increasing the
risk that desire might be seen as something natural to an individual and devoid of
social meaning. Often, the differences between the ways in which cultures perceive
and react to homosexual acts cannot be understood through a concept like “desire”
For example, the belief held by some Melanesian cultures that males cannot
successfully grow to adulthood without ingesting the semen from older males (e.g.,
Herdt, 1984) cannot be seen as simply the expression of same-sex desire. In such
cases homosexuality is not seen as aberrant or forbidden, but is an accepted and
expected part of one’s experience. It is not clear that “desire” even has a role here,
since the practice of homosexual acts between men is culturally required and the
actual will of any individual is of minor relevance to whether or not he participates
in homosexual practices.
The role of culture in directing individual desire is quite clear in the distinction
between “gay” culture in the United States and Canada compared with traditional
views of homosexuality in Mexico and Central America. In contemporary Western
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cultures, the concept of homosexuality is based on sexual desire for members of the
same sex. A man with such desires may take on a “gay” identity which, although
grounded on same-sex desires, includes additional social and cultural features that
move well beyond the original desire. The actual sexual acts a man performs is
irrelevant to his being “gay”, although he may further identify as a “top” or “bottom”
depending on his preferences for sexual acts. A “top” generally prefers to be the
active participant (penetrator) in anal intercourse and the receiver (fellated) in oral
intercourse. A “bottom” typically prefers the passive role in anal intercourse
(penetrated) and the active role in oral intercourse (fellator). Generally, it is assumed
that these roles or identities are fluid and that the vast majority of gay men
sometimes perform acts not associated with their usual identity. Also, many gay men
have no preference and will not identity as either “top” or “bottom”, either choosing
no label or identifying as “versatile”. The actual distinction between “top” and
“bottom” is primarily about sexual acts and has little to do with gender display. One
may be “butch” or “femme” (roughly equivalent to masculine or feminine)
regardless of one’s role in sexual activities.
In the traditional system of Mexico and Central America (cf. Carrier, 1995;
Murray, 1995), only the passive participant (pasivo) in anal intercourse is considered
homosexual (and is not expected to have sexual relations with women). The active
participant in anal intercourse (activo) does not take on a particular “gay” identity
(despite performing sexual acts with other men) and is expected to marry and have
children (though he may still maintain sexual relationships with men). More
recently, with the globalization of Western “gay” culture and under political and
economic pressure associated with an increase in gay tourism in Mexico, the
additional terms gai and internacional have come into common usage (Cantú,
2002). The term internacional refers to men who have no preference for particular
sexual acts, while gai basically corresponds to the use of gay in the United States
and Canada.
In contrast to the Anglo-American system, however, the traditional Latin
American system reserves the stigmatized label of “homosexual” for the pasivo. In
Nicaragua, for example, the category cochon refers to pasivos while no specific social
identity exists for the activo (other than that of a normal “heterosexual” male). Thus,
the cochon is viewed as desiring (and does desire) to be the passive partner in anal
intercourse. Unlike in the Western system, oral sex is viewed as “dirty” and its practice
is not acknowledged, even by cochones. In the Nicaraguan system of sexuality, it is
assumed that the “normal” sexuality of a man is the desire for sexual penetration,
regardless of whether it is with a man or a woman. The cochon on the other hand, is
defined by his desire to be penetrated. In his study of sexuality and masculinity in
Nicaragua, Lancaster (1992: 250) compares the two systems as follows:
Thus, the dominant Anglo-American rule would read as follows. A man gains sexual
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status and honor among other men through and only through his sexual transactions
with women. Homosexuals appear as the active refuseniks of that system. In
Nicaragua, the rule is built around different principles. A man gains sexual status
and honor among other men through his active role in sexual intercourse (either with
women or with other men). Cochones are (passive) participants in that system.

Because sexual desire is manifest as a psychological reality experienced on a
personal level, it is easy to assume that sexuality is somehow less social than other
aspects of one’s identity. If same-sex desires are manifest in radically different ways
across cultures, however, we must recognize that those desires are socially
constructed. As Lancaster (1992: 270) notes in his study of the cochones:
However it is defined, desire –like gender, color, or class– exists not within us, but
between us... That [desire] is often felt as an “inner”, “subjective” experience by no
means diminishes its “outer”, “social” character, for desire is always a relation
between two relata; as such it is constitutive of as well as constituted by the subject
of desire. And in this constitution of subjectivity, the desiring subject is traversed,
even in his innermost experience of desire, by social forces: not simply at the most
superficial level by the prohibitions, rules, and recommendations of sanctioned
desire, but more significantly, by values, erotics, and evaluations that are part of and
made possible by social language and by conflicts over them that are no less social
in nature... Desire is thus always part of the cultural, economic, and ideological
world of social relations and social conflicts. It is not simply that these relations and
conflicts act on some interior and preexisting sexuality “from the outside” but that
they constitute it “from the inside” as well.

Sexuality and gender are similar in that they both seem to have a foundation in
biology, but that this biological input is not directly manifested in individual psychology.
An individual’s gender and sexual identities are bound by normative social forces that
control the direction, expression, and limitations of actual psychological states of desire.
Thus, identity and desire cannot be truly separated as each is inextricably joined to the
other and expressions of both are dependent on larger social and cultural norms and
political and economic contexts. As such, Kulick’s call to include desire, need not imply
the need to abandon identity altogether as he seems to propose.
In the remainder of this paper, I will examine the role of these two models of
homosexuality in shaping the ways in which gay identity and desire are constructed
and marketed in foreign-language phrasebooks intended for gay male travelers.
While the phrasebooks claim to meet the linguistic needs of gay men, the language
associated with gay men and the desires and social practices of gay men are all
constrained by a particular view of what it means to be gay. As the phrasebooks
present these competing models of gay community in extreme forms, they present a
fairly “pure” image of what “gay language” would look like in the competing
models of desire and culture.
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4. Competing models of gay men’s language
The first gay-oriented foreign-language phrasebook, The gay girl’s guide to the
U.S. and the Western World is reported to have been published as early as 1949 (cf.
Kulick, 2000). Despite this early precedent, such phrasebooks are not particularly
common. In 1995 and 1996, however, at least three distinct phrasebooks were
published specifically for gay travelers. These are How to say faaabulous! in 8
different languages (Mryglot & Marks, 1995, hereafter HTSF), Gay phrasebook
(McKay, 1995, hereafter GPB), and Hot! International gay (Appel & Balido, 1996,
hereafter HIG). The books were all published by relatively small companies and
were sold at gay-oriented bookstores. The books are organized like compact
phrasebooks intended for travelers (such as the Berlitz series). They include various
headings based on particular social settings such as dining out, shopping or going to
the doctor. Under each heading a set of potentially useful phrases typically given in a
frame such as “I’d like a …” followed by a short list of words that may be used to fill
the frame.
The languages covered in the books vary. All of the books include French,
German, Spanish, Italian and either Iberian or Brazilian Portuguese. HTSF also
includes Russian and Japanese. HIG also includes Czech, while GPB includes
Dutch. With the exception of Japan in HTSF, all three phrasebooks tend to be
focused on travel to Europe or Latin America. All occasionally include some terms
unique to either Castilian or Latin American Spanish and all mark these terms as
specific to a particular country or region. While GPB is aimed primarily at a British
audience, the other books are aimed primarily at an American and Canadian
audience. As such, the languages chosen represent stereotypical vacation locations
for gay men (particularly in the U.S.), such as Mexico and Western Europe.
Each of the phrasebooks claims to provide the necessary vocabulary for gay
men to use when traveling outside of English-speaking countries, yet each has a
different perspective on what gay men “do” with language. HIG deals primarily with
sexual matters. Although the book is meant to facilitate “love and sex” in six
different languages, it includes other aspects of life (such as emergencies and
shopping). In representing gay identity, HIG adheres closely to the desire-based
model. As one might expect from the title, HTSF follows the culture-based model,
viewing gay identity as something quite distinct from (but including) sexual desire.
The view of gay identity in HTSF is constructed around particular social practices
(especially unique uses of language) and is closely related to displays of gender. In
GPB, gay identity is somewhere in between the other books: not entirely about sex,
but not as closely linked to gender as in HTSF.
Although some gay men might purchase one of the books solely for amusement
or curiosity, the books represent themselves as providing a legitimate and muchneeded service for the gay community. All three books state that they are intended to
help gay travelers by providing the linguistic tools for social situations unique to gay
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men. Yet even in describing their intended goals, the different views of gay culture
become clear. The primary social good the authors of HTSF claim to provide is
knowledge of gay “codes” and innuendo, which allows a speaker to present himself as
a gay man. The author chose the book’s title “from a theory... that heterosexual men
never use the word ‘fabulous’ –and if a man does, it’s a tip-off he’s acquainted with
Dorothy” (Mryglot & Marks, 1995: foreword). The authors claim that their book
reveals “equivalent telltale words” in various languages. Thus, the book claims to
make it possible for one to use language to construct a gay identity by passing on the
covert forms of communication in another language, a goal based on the assumption
of a unique and distinct gay culture that crosses national and linguistic borders.
In contrast, the authors of HIG emphasize that their work serves to protect the
health and safety of gay men by making them aware of potentially violent situations
and teaching them to communicate about “safe sex” in another language. This goal
is not unique to HIG. Each of the books provides pejorative terms for gay men so
that one might recognize a dangerous situation and avoid being the victim of a hate
crime. Each of the books also emphasizes “safe sex” and HIV awareness. Gay
phrasebook even includes sample “safe sex” erotic dialogues for language practice
translated from texts produced by a group called Gay men fighting AIDS. As the
authors of HIG state:
awareness of AIDS and other sexually-transmitted diseases can vary quite a bit from
country to country and from person to person. Your new friend might be willing to
jump into bed unprotected, but you shouldn’t be –and now you can say so clearly, in
his own language.
(Appel & Balido, 1996: 5)

All three books see language as a crucial tool for avoiding dangerous situations.
HIG even goes so far as to include expressions for convincing someone not to drive
while intoxicated. Thus, “gay language” is not simply something that might enhance
one’s vacation, but is a basic need to ensure one’s personal safety. The assumption
that gay men have unique linguistic needs serves as a marketing tool to justify the
need for such phrasebooks in the first place.
Although the intent of the books may be to convey practical information, the
information is framed within the context of gay male desire. The aim of that desire
varies according to the image of gay identity presented in the text. For example,
HTSF maintains a gender-based view of gay identity and is focused toward a desire
for cross-dressing, while in both HIG and GPB gay male sexual desire is central in
marketing the book towards a gay audience. These desires correspond to particular
views of gay identity as either tied to gender norms in gay culture or based
(primarily or entirely) in sexual desire. The particular desires and behaviors
associated with individuals who claim a “gay” identity are dependent on what one
imagines “gay” identity to mean.
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The different phrasebooks market these assumed desires both in their
presentation and in their choice of language included in the work. HTSF is presented
in a scarlet cover with gold typeface and contains no illustrations. In contrast, both
HIG and GPB (which are more aimed at sexual desires) have pictures of barechested men on their covers. Both HIG and GPB also have occasional photographs
of men in their underwear dispersed through the text. In addition, HIG includes a
blank page for noting “contacts”, or phone numbers and addresses of the men one
meets on vacation. In a similar vein, the inside covers of GPB contain
advertisements for erotic male magazines and videos with titles like Euroboy and
Just eighteen.
The choice of language included in the text reflects a marketing strategy that
exploits particular desires. The choice of language included in each phrasebook is
inherently tied to the assumed identity of the reader. These identities are associated
with a distinct set of desires, particularly desires for participation in an unique set of
social practices that (like the desires themselves) are bound to a particular imagined
identity. The vocabulary items and phrases included in each book correspond to
these social practices and the things men with a particular “gay” identity might do
on an imagined vacation. The ways in which desires are tied to identity can be
illustrated with the different items included under the heading “Shopping” in HIG
and HTSF, given below:
List of lexical items related to “shopping”
Hot! International gay
How to say faaabulous! in 8 different languages
(Appel & Balido, 1996)
(Mryglot & Marks, 1995)
lubricated/unlubricated condoms
large condoms
(water-soluble) lubricant
I need a dildo/butt plug
A cockring/pair of chaps, please
I’d like some tit clamps
Where are your porn magazines/videos
Do you sell gay guides?
I’ll take a whip
Some chains, please
I’d like a massage
How much will it cost?
I don’t pay (for sex)

thrift store
antique store
flea market
department store
shopping mall
second-hand
This flea market is pretty cruisy!
I’m interested in...
old records, old books, old photos
movie memorabilia, jewelry, dolls, dishes
This piece of crap? Have you flipped?
Those shoes! I must have those shoes!
Wrap it up, honey, cause I’m taking it home
I would like to find a gorgeous, original Art Deco
lamp in mint condition for $10

Here, the same social practice (shopping) is imagined to occur in radically
different ways. The act of shopping and the items one desires to shop for are
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dependent on a particular view of gay identity. While the HTSF shopper is searching
the flea market for old records, dolls and jewelry, the HIG shopper is looking for
pornography, tit clamps, whips and chains. The choice of included locations and
objects to shop for add to the set of social practices associated with a particular view
of identity. The constraints on the actions and desires of the imagined traveler follow
expectations about gay male desires and social practices that are largely dependent
on viewing social identity in terms of culture or desire.
The two phrasebooks also assume different uses of language during the act of
shopping. The sentences in HIG are short, straight-forward, and direct (e.g., “How
much will it cost?”) while maintaining the most basic level of politeness (e.g.,
“Some chains, please”). As such, they are structural similar to phrasebooks for
travelers aimed at a more general audience (such as “Could we please have a table
further away from the band?” or “Could you tell me how to get to the nearest metro
station?”). The primary difference between the “gay” phrasebook and any other
similar book (for a presumed heterosexual audience) is the semantic content of the
phrases themselves. The content differs not only in terms of what items one shops
for (e.g., “I need a butt plug”), but also by including sexual topics in a traveler’s
phrasebook at all. The general similarity with “straight” travel books is not
surprising, given the assumption in HIG that “gay” identity differs from “straight”
identity solely with regard to sexual desire and sexual practice. If one assumes no
difference in social behavior beyond the sexual, one would expect there to be no
“gay” language and that the phrases needed by homosexual men would be, for the
most part, structurally identical to those used by heterosexuals.
The shopping phrases in HTSF, however, differ from those found in other
phrasebooks in several ways. They contain “gay” vocabulary (e.g., “This flea market
is pretty cruisy!”) and “gay” uses of language, particularly the use of “camp”
expressions (e.g., “Wrap it up honey, cause I’m taking it home!”) and highly
exaggerated gender display (e.g., “Those shoes! I must have those shoes!”). As the
desire for jewelry, shoes and dolls is inherently tied to other aspects of social identity
related to gender display, the language used to express those desires reflects the
assumed “gay” identity by itself being an example of a “gay” gender performance.
4.1. Language and the marketing of sexual desire
All of the books contain vocabulary referring to sexual acts between men.
Although HTSF does include sections on “Safe sex” and “At the bathhouse”, these
sections are a relatively small part of the overall vocabulary included in the book.
There are roughly the same number of terms for “Safe sex”, as there are for “What
do you do for a living?” and “Hair, make-up and glamour”. Thus, from the culturebased perspective, sexual behavior is no more important than other aspects of one’s
identity. Both HIG and GPB include much more sexual language, including details
of language specific to sexual contexts. Of the terms included in HIG, for example,
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93% (384 out of 410) fall under headings directly related to sex or relationships. In
HIG and GPB, the phrases and terms given for non-sexual situations (such as
shopping or health) tend to actually be about sex in some way. If “gayness” is
reduced to sexual desire and sexual practice, then the only “gay” language is
language directly related to sex. Thus, under “Health” in GPB, the only illnesses
listed are sexually transmitted diseases and the only parts of the anatomy given as
sources of physical pain are the throat, the anus, and the penis. In fact, almost all of
the words listed under “Health” have to do with sex in some way. The complete list
is as follows:
Terms related to “Health”
Gay phrasebook (McKay, 1995)
I need to see a doctor/a pharmacy
I have.../Do you have something for...
gonorrhea
syphilis
crabs
lice
herpes
scabies
I hurt here. I’m bleeding. I’m itching
My throat/penis/anus hurts

In both GPB and HIG, “health” is actually “sexual health”, reinforcing the idea
that the only “special” language gay men need is language related to sexual desire
and practice since sexuality is the only source of difference between “gay” and
“straight” identity.
The preoccupation with sex and the extensive lists of language for use in sexual
encounters suggest that these phrasebooks have more to do with the exploitation of
gay male sexual desire than with practical language skills for use on vacation.
Despite studies that suggest gay men use more erotic talk during sexual activity
compared with other social groups (Woods, 1990), it is doubtful that one would
frequently consult a phrasebook during sexual intercourse. Yet HIG even goes so far
as to include a special listing for “Moans”. Some of the phrases seem like they
would only arise at inconvenient or inappropriate times for consulting a dictionary
(e.g., “Don’t give me a hickey/lovebite” or “Did you come?” from HIG). Others
seem virtually impossible to look up at the intended moment (e.g., “I’m getting
close!” or “Take the handcuffs off!” also from HIG). As this vocabulary would have
to be memorized in advance to be very useful in a real-world situation, its inclusion
probably has more to do with fueling gay sexual desire as a means of marketing than
with actually serving as a practical tool for communication during sexual activity.
Learning the terms fuels sexual fantasies related to one’s planned vacation. The same
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is true of the “erotic” dialogues included in GPB, which present sexual fantasies
written in each of the six languages included in the book. Of these dialogues, only
one (German) does not involve a sexual encounter. These fantasy sexual encounters
involve specific vacation situations, such as having sex with the porter and a
passenger on a train in French or taking a shower with an unknown tourist at the
youth hostel.
The dialogues also exploit Anglo-American stereotypes about the sexual
practices associated with particular national or ethnic identities. For example, the
Dutch conversation takes place in a leather bar, the Italian encounter occurs in the
sand dunes on a public beach, and the Portuguese encounter involves sex with a
young man who has just been disowned and thrown out onto the street by his
parents. The attitudes towards safe sex in the dialogues reflects Anglo-American
stereotypes about “hot-blooded” and dangerous sexuality of Italians and Iberians.
The French speaker travels “with a bag of condoms” (McKay, 1995) and the Dutch
speaker carries “plenty –and strong ones!” (McKay, 1995). In sharp contrast, both
the Italian speaker and the Spanish speaker attempt to have unprotected sex while
the English-speaking traveler must coerce them to do otherwise.
Despite the stereotypes involved in depictions of particular sexual situations, the
actual sexual practices and social stances towards sex depict a uniform “gayness” that
transcends national or ethnic boundaries. Although particular nationalities may be
associated with certain tendencies (such as the stereotype of the Dutch as
leathermen), the sexual acts and vocabulary to describe sexual acts are treated as
basically equivalent across different languages in all of the phrasebooks. There is an
implicit assumption that gay men in any given country will be more or less identical
in terms of sexual behavior and the sexual vocabularies of various languages are
presented as if they all contain the same set of words all of which have equivalent
meanings. In HIG, for example, the English terms top and bottom are given the
Spanish translations pasivo and activo The terms are clearly not equivalent (at least as
used in Latin American Spanish). While top and bottom refer to particular preferences
for both anal and oral intercourse, pasivo and activo refer only to anal intercourse.
Also, in some Latin American cultures, an activo is not even considered gay, so that
the unified “gay” identity of a top or a bottom cannot be directly mapped onto the
pasivo/activo distinction. Finally, the activo/pasivo distinction has been traditionally
viewed as absolute so it is not generally possible to reject both labels (i.e., it is
assumed that all men have a preference). Gay men in Anglo-American culture, on the
other hand, often reject the top/bottom distinction and choose a label like “flexible” or
“versatile” Although the sexual practices of men in Latin America may not have ever
strictly conformed to the social norms requiring strict adherence to activo/pasivo
identity, the shift in identity categories is fairly recent (Cantú, 2002). However, the
terms in HIG do not include internacional and the English term “flexible” is
translated into Spanish as ¡Hago de todo! (“I do it all!”), an expression with very
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different connotations compared with English terms such as “versatile” or “flexible”.
There are no “gaps” in the sexual vocabulary of any of the languages included
in the three books. The translation of the name for a particular sex act implies that at
least some of the people speaking a given language perform the act in question.
Thus, it is assumed that the sexual acts listed are practiced anywhere a person might
travel. The possibility that attitudes towards particular sex acts might vary across
languages and cultures is never raised. Thus, for example, all three books give terms
for both oral and anal sex for each language with no mention of the possibility that
there are distinct cultural preferences for particular types of sex. Yet studies show
that sexual behavior correlates directly with particular aspects of one’s identity. A
study of heterosexual women in the United States, for example, found direct
correlations between ethnic identity and the frequency for engaging in particular
sexual acts (Quadagno et al., 1998). Thus, while oral sex is more prevalent than anal
sex in Anglo-American white gay culture, the reverse would be true in a cultural
setting such as Nicaragua (Lancaster, 1992). Although the desire to engage in
particular sexual acts is culturally situated, the phrasebook authors (like most
individuals) are blind to the relationship between sexual acts and cultural difference.
For example, both HIG and GPB include “fisting” in their list of terms for particular
sexual acts. The Anglo-American custom of “fisting” (inserting one’s hand into
another’s anus) is not a universal (or even widespread) practice. Hence, it is not part
of the sexual vocabulary in most languages. The translators deal with this either by
borrowing the English term or by giving a description of the act (as opposed to a
given name). While both books give equivalent translations for German (der
Faustfick, the literal equivalent of the English term), they also give the English word
as a borrowing (das Fisten or Fistfucking). Both books give loan words for French
and Italian (le/il fistfucking), though both also give the English term in Spanish (el
fistfucking), HIG supplements the term with an explanation (la follada con el puño).
For Portuguese, both books give explanations rather than translations (a penetração
com o punho [HIG], de enfiar a mão no cú [GPB]). The only exception to this is the
term for another marginal sex act, “water sports” or “golden showers” (urinating on
one’s sexual partner), which HIG notes as “NE” or “no exact equivalent” (although
definitions are given) in Portuguese (mijar em alguém) or Czech (čuáni při sexu).
Thus, even when there is no term for a particular act, the author usually ensures that
one is listed, producing one-to-one equivalents for sexual terminology across
languages. When this is not possible, a definition is given so that one can still
attempt to “translate” their desire onto another situation. This has the effect of
“naturalizing” sexual desire and masking the role of cultural difference in the social
construction of sexual practice.
The choice of entries in GPB and HIG not only limit the sexual expression
within other cultures, but even constrain expressions of sexuality within AngloAmerican culture. The image of “gay” culture in HIG and GPB is based on a
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stereotype of white middle-class urban gay men who probably live in gay
neighborhoods and have extensive social networks centered around shared sexual
identity. This stereotyped view of gay culture includes an obsession with physical
appearance, masculinity and youthfulness (cf. Signorile, 1997). In this stereotyped
view of gay culture, men who aren’t particularly attractive or physically fit are not
likely to gain acceptance from other gay men. This follows fairly naturally from the
view of gay identity as founded only on sexual desire. If gay identity were founded
in sexual desire, then the most important personal trait one could possess would be
sexual desirability. In addition to socially constructing and constraining the types of
sexual activities one might engage in, the books also construct an image of what is
sexually desirable. The GPB includes vocabulary for reading or writing personals
advertisements with a long list of adjectives in small print, under a larger heading “I
am looking for...”. After the list of adjectives, the text returns to large print and gives
additional terms, including vocabulary for “no effeminates” and “no fats”. The
phrase “no fats/no femmes” is common to the language of gay personals ads and
reflects the stereotype that heavy and effeminate men are dispreferred as sexual
partners. Similarly, in HIG the question “How old are you?” is followed by the two
possible responses “How old do you think I am?” and “I’m twenty/thirty-two years
old”. The first option gives an indirect way to opt out of the question while the
second allows one to respond, but constricts the possible ages for the reply. The two
together suggest that if one isn’t between 22 and 32 years of age, one would naturally
avoid answering questions about age.
In HIG and GPB, “gay” language and the social contexts for its use center
primarily around sex and sexual desirability. The gay community in these books is
imagined primarily through the desire-based model. The sexual practices of gays in
other cultures are simultaneously imagined as identical to and different from those
found in Anglo-American culture. Cantú (2002) finds the same pairing of similarity
and difference in the publications aimed at drawing gay tourists to Mexico. As Cantú
argues, the view of “sameness” reassures the potential traveler that a “gay” vacation
can have all of the “comforts of home” such as gay bars and neighborhoods where
one need not worry about homophobia or violence. In contrast, the “differences”
across cultures target the fantasy of an exotic gay “other” with a “raw” or primitive
sexuality unavailable “in suburban American home life” (Cantú, 2002: 148).
4.2. Language and sexual identity
Although GPB definitely tends towards the desire-based model in HIG, there
are “gay” expressions in GPB that do not focus solely on sexual desires. For
example, the sections of GPB called “Expressions” and “Other useful vocabulary”
contain “gay” vocabulary and expressions that could covertly convey a gay identity.
These expressions are generally items that don’t fall easily into the other sections of
the book such as “Cruising” or “At his place/your place...”. These “useful”
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expressions fall into four basic categories: basic communicative needs (“I’m sorry”,
“Excuse me”, numbers), obscene interjections and off-color terms (“Shit!”, “Fuck
off!”, “A bitch”, “A slut”), gender-marked responses (“Darling!”, “How wonderful”,
“Oh dear!”) and “gay” expressions and vocabulary (“He’s a friend of Dorothy”, “As
camp as knickers”, “A butch dyke”, “To come out”, “A fag hag”). The inclusion of
obscenities and interjections adds to the “taboo” nature of the phrasebook and its
goal of filling in voids left by other traditional phrasebooks, serving as a marketing
tool framing the phrasebooks as guides to language that is normally “off-limits” By
including the gender-marked responses, GPB allows for alternative gender
expression (although without including so many examples as to make this the
prevalent form of gay communication). The “gay” terms reference identity that
moves beyond sexual preference to a larger set of shared social practices. Unlike
HTSF, however, GPB does not emphasize alternative gender expression as the main
form of gay language. For GPB, “gay” identity is somewhere between that found in
HIG and that found in HTSF; alternative gender expression and “gay” language exist
and are part of being gay but the main focus of gay language (at least for the gay
traveler) is the fulfillment of sexual desire.
Following the culture-based model, the focus of HTSF is on gay culture that is
distinct from sexual orientation and is built upon common experiences, desires and
social practices. In this view, sexual behavior is only a small part of what makes the
gay community unique. The potential members imagined for this community are
delineated in HTSF in the section called “What do you do for a living?”. The
response to this question is given as “I’m a(n)...” followed by a list of potential
professions. The full list is as follows:
actor, antique dealer, artist, bartender, businessman, chef, choreographer,
government employee, computer specialist, dancer, doctor, fashion model, figure
skater, fitness trainer, flight attendant, florist, hairdresser, heiress, interior decorator,
lawyer, makeup artist, nurse, paid escort, priest, psychotherapist, physical therapist,
retail store manager, sales clerk, social worker, teacher, tourist guide, translator,
travel agent, waiter, word processor, writer.

Although the list does contain some professions that are not stereotypically gay
(doctor, computer specialist, lawyer), the bulk of the list is made up of jobs that
reflect stereotypes of gay men (actor, figure skater, choreographer, etc.). There is
also a conspicuous absence of working class jobs, linking gender and class and
reinforcing the general absence of masculinity throughout the phrasebook. The list
also includes humorous responses (heiress, priest) that are very unlikely to be true,
but could be used as a “camp” response in a gay setting. Responding with “priest”,
for example, could be used to deflect unwanted advances while mitigating the
rejection with humor. The inclusion of these humorous responses suggests that the
prevalence of such jobs on the list is likely intended to also be humorous, rather than
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to adequately provide a list of actual professions. This type of self-directed mocking
is itself a form of “camp” expression that serves as a type of stereotype “reclaiming”
in which stereotypes often used against gay individuals are turned in order to mark
in-group identity. This use of camp (both in the structure of the phrasebook and the
terms included in it) marks the potential reader as someone who will understand ingroup humor by recognizing a highly restricted and selective set of citations (cf.
Harvey, 2000). As such, it constructs an imagined gay community that is entirely
independent from sexual desire.
The use of “camp” is prevalent in the organization and content choices
throughout HTSF. While HIG and GPB include sections on “Cruising”, HTSF has a
corresponding section on “Boy watching” The vocabulary sections include a special
list for “Hair, make-up, and glamour” with terms for cosmetics, women’s shoe styles
and fabrics. For each language, there is a special section on “Gay icons” with terms
for talking about one’s favorite celebrities. The section begins with a list of opening
expressions such as “Don’t you just hate...” and “I worship at the altar of...”. In
addition to “fabulous”, one is also taught how to say “I miss Judy!” in “8 different
languages”. Each language has a list of gay icons that include Anglo-American “gay
icons” and “icons” associated with speakers of the language in question. The
inclusion of a section on “Gay icons” constrains the imagined gay community in
terms of attitudes towards gender. As many gay men might reject “gay icons” as
inherently effeminate, their inclusion constructs the prototypical gay man as
someone for whom “icons” hold extreme importance. The basic list of Englishspeaking icons is fairly constant across languages: Judy Garland, Liza Minelli,
Barbra Streisand, Marilyn Monroe, Bette Davis, Joan Crawford, Doris Day. This list
further constrains the imagined gay community across various axes of social
difference as this is primarily a set of icons intended for older middle-class white
men in the United States. With the possible exception of Barbra Streisand (who
happens to be Jewish), the authors have created a list with no ethnic diversity. The
list also restricts “gayness” along the lines of age. Most of these “icons” are dead
and their potential appeal is restricted to a very specific (older) age group.
The foreign “icon” lists vary from language to language and sometimes include
parenthetic information on what the particular celebrity actually does (singer,
actress, etc.). If Paloma San Basilio or Iris Chacón happen to come up in
conversation you can check your phrasebook and see that they are singers. The direct
equivalence of the “icon” concept assumes a shared gay cultural trait that transcends
languages and cultures. The opposing lists however, create boundaries within that
shared culture. The parenthetic information on foreign icons constructs a binary
opposition between “our” icons and “their” icons; those that require no explanation
and those that the reader is assumed to know nothing about. Thus, the imagined gay
traveler knows all about Doris Day, but has to be told that Luis Miguel is a singer.
This opposition is especially clear in this subset from the list for Brazilian
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Portuguese:
Marilia Pêra (actress)
Glória Menezes (actress)
Dalva de Oliveira (singer)
Carmen Miranda (you know!)
Angela Maria (singer)
Beth Carvalho (samba singer)

Carmen Miranda merits the parenthetical expression marking her as the icon of
the other, but rather than fill the parenthesis with her actual profession the authors
write “you know!”. In other words, she’s one of “their” icons, but “we” love her too.
In the culture-based view of gay signs, a hat made entirely of fruit speaks to a
universal audience.
The gay identity imagined in HTSF is not limited solely to alternative gender
display. HTSF includes a vocabulary section on “Politics” that allows for discussions
about gay rights issues. The Politics list assumes that gay men in other countries will
have shared political views and experiences of homophobia. Questions like “Is there
any gay bashing here?” and “Is your country plagued by religious fundamentalists?”
assume that the American gay experience is universal. Yet, as with the “Gay icons”
section, there are differences in the details of imagined gay experience and specific
political slogans are presented from political rallies in Mexico (e.g., “¡Lucha, lucha,
todas a la lucha, no somos machas pero somos muchas!” or “Fight, fight, every one
to the fight, we aren’t butch but there are a lot of us!”) and France (e.g., “Pédés,
gousdous, réveillez-vous!” or “Queers, dykes, wake up!”).
As with the presentation of sexual terminology in HIG, the expression of gay
identity in HTSF simultaneously marks “foreign” gay men as simultaneously the
same as and different from gay men in the United States. The belief that gay men in
one’s destination also have “gay icons” and “religious fundamentalists” offers the
familiarity of home, while the chance to learn new political slogans or gay icons
feeds the desire for the exotic “other” Although HIG and HTSF both present
radically different views of a gay community, gay men in other countries are
presented as “just like us but more exotic” in both phrasebooks.
The vocabulary in HTSF produces a stereotyped image of a member of the gay
community, particular when it comes to alternative gender performance. The social
contexts in the book constrain the imagined social practices of gay men. In addition
to shopping for dolls and movie memorabilia, there are terms for ordering low fat or
fat free food at a restaurant and using the Nautilus machine at the gym. The actual
language included in HTSF extends this set of social practices to language use while
simultaneously relying on an iconic (Gal & Irvine, 2000) relationship in which a
particular use of language can index the entire set of social practices associated with
gay identity. HTSF contains much more “core” gay vocabulary than the other books,
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but also includes strategies for using camp in various situations.
HTSF assumes that the production of in-group “camp” humor is a basic need
for the gay traveler and “camp” expressions are included throughout the work. When
“Dining out”, one might tell a friend “You’ve had worse things in your mouth!” or
tell the waiter “Hurry up! My clothes are going out of style!”. When at the gym one
might want to jest that “The only exercise I get is combing out my wig!”. One might
decide to celebrate his arrival in Europe by shouting “Toto! I don’t think we’re in
Kansas anymore!” in French. Like the list of professions or the inclusion of a section
on gay icons, these camp phrases serve as a form of in-group self-mockery and an
assumed gay appreciation for displays of camp wit.
HTSF provides the gay traveler with the tools for being flamboyant and
marking gay identity in every aspect of one’s life. The imagined behavior of the gay
traveler in each of these phrasebooks reflects a highly stereotyped image of gay men.
It is almost as if the traveler in HTSF goes abroad to find women’s shoes in larger
sizes, while the traveler in HIG goes abroad because he has already slept with
everyone in his own country. The community in GPB is somewhere in between the
other two extremes, negotiating between opposing views of what it means to be gay.
Although all three books present a very limited view of potential members of the gay
community, they also imagine that community to transcend linguistic, cultural and
geographic areas. This assumption of the universality of gay experience occurs
regardless of the fact that gay experience is imagined in very different and even
competing ways.

5. Conclusion
In these phrasebooks, “gay language” is a commodity to be marketed to gay
consumers. The books differ in their views of what a “gay consumer” might be,
presenting opposing images of how gay individuals are expected to behave. While
the gay community in HTSF is founded on the culture-based model, the community
in HIG is based on the desire-based model. The mixed representation in GPB
represents a negotiation between these two extremes. In the desire-based model,
differences between gay and straight uses of language are minimized, while in the
culture-based model they are exaggerated. The differences in the phrasebooks
demonstrate that the “gay community” may be imagined in very different ways, even
by individuals who share a common self-categorization as members of that
community. The social and sexual practices associated with “gayness” and the desire
to participate in those practices are entirely dependent on the way in which one
imagines the gay community. Thus, while gay men may claim to share identity, they
may still have radically different ideas about how that identity should be understood.
The culture-based model typically reduces the diversity among homosexual men
into a particular view of a “gay” community that cannot adequately capture the
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capricious nature of gay identity. In contrast, the desire-based model tends to reduce
the breadth of gay social practices to a single concept of sexual desire.
Although the phrasebooks are centered around gay male desire, the nature of
that desire differs according to the ways in which an author imagines gay identity.
Because desire is dependent on views concerning identity, a desire-based approach
to the study of language and sexuality like that proposed by Kulick (2000) is also
insufficient for understanding the complex relationships between desire, personal
identity and social normativity. The reality of “gay language” is certainly not the
picture presented in any of the three phrasebooks. Of the three, however, GPB
probably comes the closest by negotiating between competing views of gay
community rather than adhering strictly to either model of gay identity.
Just as neither HIG nor HTSF adequately represents “gay language”, the
theoretical frameworks proposed by Leap (1996) and Kulick (2000) are both unable
to represent the full breadth of the relationship between language and sexuality. By
remaining entrenched in one of the two competing models of gay identity, both
frameworks simply reproduce popular ideas already found in the gay community.
This is why the culture/desire distinction between Leap and Kulick is basically
identical to debates about gay language between Hayes (1981) and Darsey (1981)
twenty years before. Hayes (1981), like Leap (e.g., 1996) felt that gay language was
part of a larger gay culture based on shared assumptions about community
membership. Kulick, however, follows Darsey (1981) in holding that there can be no
such thing as “gay language” because the core features are borrowed from other
varieties. Rather than simply reproduce or restate commonly held stereotypes,
research into language and sexuality should bring insight into the ways in which
language serves to create and maintain the stereotypes themselves.
Once research in language and gender moved beyond the binary opposition of
difference and dominance (Uchida, 1992; Coates, 1993), research in language and
gender experienced a “boom” of exciting and interesting research. Researchers in
language and gender are now addressing a much wider range of issues related to the
construction of communities, the fluidity of identity, the political economy of
gender, and the variety of social meanings that can be associated with gendered
language. By abandoning a strict adherence to either the culture-based or the desirebased model of gay identity, researchers studying language and sexuality may also
begin to ask new questions that cannot be asked in models focused solely on culture
or desire.
Most research on language and sexuality has focused on searching for and
describing gay language. The subtle nature of “gay language” requires the
development of new methods for considering how sexuality is perceived and
conveyed. For example, Palmer (2002) used computer-manipulated speech samples
to demonstrate that increasing the duration of [s] was sufficient for changing a
listeners perception of the speaker from “straight” to “gay”. This suggests that the
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possibility that the perception of sexuality depends primarily on minute alterations
in suprasegmental phonology (such as intonation, pitch, duration, pausing, etc.). A
“shopping list” of features of “gay language” fails to capture the subtlety and
gradient nature of such variation.
In addition to more subtle descriptions, we need to begin to consider the
function of various linguistic forms in relation to the expression of sexuality. The
question should not be whether or not gay language exists, but when and how
language itself becomes an important resource for indexing one’s sexual identities
and desires. Language varieties will always be fuzzy prototype categories that
overlap with one another. Debates over how to draw clear boundaries between these
categories and “what makes X gay” obscure the actual overlapping nature of the
categories and make it more difficult to ask important and interesting questions that
might have broad implications.
There is an assumption implicit in most sociolinguistic research that particular
linguistic variables are tied to particular identities. As such, most research focuses on
the distribution and frequency of a small number of variables across speakers. The
challenge of “gay language” is that it forces a recognition that linguistic variables are
part of an open marketplace and may be unexpectedly adopted by speakers for
purposes that may be quite different from the original indexical meaning. In his
description of “camp” talk, Harvey (2000) demonstrates the importance of particular
juxtapositions in producing “camp” language. These types of juxtapositions may
also occur with sociolinguistic variables, producing “camp” through the
juxtaposition of linguistic varieties and styles. Studies examining the contact
between varieties inherent in gay and lesbian language (e.g., Barrett, 1997, 1998;
Queen, 1997) demonstrate that the association between signs and indexical
meanings may be mercurial and context-dependent. A sign typically associated with
a particular identity category may be turned so that it indexes a different meaning. In
my research on the language of African American drag queens, for example, I found
that Lakoff’s original concept of “women’s language” (Lakoff, 1975) may be used to
index meanings associated with ethnicity and class in addition to meanings
associated with gender (Barrett, 1998, 1999). The study of “gay language” opens the
possibility that identity (and desire) might be found not in the use of a particular
linguistic variety, but rather in the particular choices and combinations of linguistic
forms drawn from several distinct linguistic varieties.
Abandoning the binary models would allow us to ask questions about how
individuals may use the indexical power of language to highlight particular aspects
of their identity in particular contexts (cf. Podesva, Roberts & Campbell-Kibler,
2001) and how individuals may manipulate assumptions concerning the indexical
meaning of sociolinguistic variables (cf. Barrett, 1998, 1999; Queen 1997) and how
indexical meanings acquire value in the linguistic marketplace (cf. Barrett, 1995;
McElhinny, 2001).
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In addition to questioning the relationship between identity and language, we
must also question identity categories themselves. Because identity labels change
across time and context, they are a form of language that reflects shifts in social
structure. As they are often assumed in sociolinguistic research, the ways in which
identity categories operate as a sociolinguistic system have not received adequate
attention. Cantú (2002), for example, shows how political and economic forces
associated with gay tourism in Mexico has pushed a shift towards adopting the AngloAmerican model of gay identity. Research such as that of Wong (Wong & Zhang,
2000; Wong, 2001) considers the way in which the Chinese category of Tongzhi has
developed and changed meaning over time. In addition to study of different categories
based on sexuality, we also need more research comparing categories related to gender
(e.g., Hall, 1997; Gaudio, 1997). By examining the full range of categories associated
with both gender and sexuality across cultures we should be able to begin to
understand if, when, and how gender and sexuality are related to one another.
If we abandon simplistic and monolithic models of sexuality as entirely formed
through culture or desire, we can begin to consider the variety of ways in which
indexical meanings may be used and re-used as citations with the performative force
to construct and manipulate identities across various social settings and interactional
contexts (cf. Barrett, 2001). Then perhaps, we can move beyond arguments about
how to define inherently vague concepts such as “sexuality” and “gayness” and
move on to questions that will have important implications beyond the study of
language and sexuality.
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